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Abstract
Proca stars [1] are everywhere regular, asymptotically flat self-gravitating solitons composed
of complex, massive vector bosons, forming a macroscopic, star-sized, Bose-Einstein condensate.
They have been suggested as a classical, dynamical model of exotic compact objects, black hole
mimickers and dark matter candidates. In spherical symmetry, they are qualitatively similar to
their scalar cousins, the standard (scalar) boson stars in all respects studied so far. Here we
study the tidal deformability and the quadrupolar tidal Love numbers, both electric-type and
magnetic-type, of spherically symmetric Proca stars. The equations for the perturbations are
derived and the numerical values of the Love numbers for some concrete background solutions
are computed. We observe that both Love numbers are qualitatively similar to the ones of the
scalar boson stars; in particular, the electric-type (magnetic-type) quadrupolar Love numbers
are positive (negative) for Proca stars. Quantitatively, for the same compactness, the electric
and magnetic Love numbers in the Proca case are closer (in magnitude) than in the scalar case,
with the electric Love numbers having a slightly larger magnitude than the magnetic ones.
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1 Introduction
Extracting information on the internal structure of compact objects, such as neutron stars, is one
of the primary goals of current and future gravitational wave (GW) detectors, such as LIGO-Virgo
and LISA. The inspiral and relativistic collision of two compact objects in a binary system, and
the GW signal emitted during the process, contain a wealth of information on the nature of the
colliding bodies. It is expected that ground-based GW detectors may be able to constrain the
nuclear equation-of-state (EoS) using the early, low frequency portion of the observed signals from
neutron star-neutron star inspirals, such as gw170817 [2] and possibly gw190425 [3], or the highly
anticipated, but yet to be confirmed, black hole-neutron star inspirals.
In a binary system one of the stars is subjected to the external gravitational field produced by
the companion object. The imprint of the EoS within the signals emitted during binary coalescences
is mostly determined by adiabatic tidal interactions, characterized in terms of a set of coefficients,
known as the tidal deformability and the corresponding tidal Love numbers.
The theory of tidal deformability was first introduced in Newtonian gravity over one century ago
by Love [4,5], with the purpose of understanding the yielding of the Earth to disturbing forces. For
a spherical body, Love introduced two dimensionless numbers to describe the tidal response of the
Earth. The first, h, describes the relative deformation of the body in the longitudinal direction (with
respect to the perturbation); the second, k, describes the relative deformation of the gravitational
potential. Shortly afterwords, another dimensionless parameter, ` was introduced, describing the
relative deformation of the Earth in the transverse direction. Observe that the Love number k is
not accounting for the extra potential due to the external force; it describes the feedback of the
Earth’s deformation (due to the external potential) on the overall gravitational potential.
The consideration of self-gravitating compact objects, such as neutron stars, requires a rela-
tivistic theory of tidal deformability. This theory was developed in [6–9] for spherically symmetric
neutron stars and black holes. Naturally, the key deformability parameter is the relativistic gen-
eralisation of k, since the role of the gravitational potential is played by the metric. Then, tensor
perturbations of a spherically symmetric space-time fall into two classes: even parity (or electric, or
polar) and odd parity (or magnetic, or axial). Thus, there are electric and magnetic relativistic tidal
Love numbers kE and kB, respectively, each of which may, moreover, be decomposed in harmonics
of index l, with l being the angular degree, thus introducing kEl and k
B
l . Subsequent generalisations
to more exotic stars, such as quark and relativistic stars with a polytropic EoS were considered,
for instance, in [10]. The goal of this paper is to consider the relativistic tidal deformability of yet
another class of exotic compact objects, namely Proca stars [1].
According to the latest cosmological data [11], non-relativistic matter in the Universe is dom-
inated by dark matter. Despite the success of the concordance cosmological model at large scales
( 1 Mpc), based on the cold dark matter paradigm, an array of shortcomings at galactic and
sub-galactic scales (< a few kpc) persists, such as the core/cusp problem and the missing satellite
problem - for reviews see e.g. [12, 13]. These problems may be tackled if dark matter consists
of ultralight scalar particles with a mass m  eV [14]. In these models, ultralight bosons can
cluster forming macroscopic Bose-Einstein condensates with the mass of the Sun or even larger.
These self-gravitating clumps are called scalar boson stars [15–24], for spinless bosons, and vector
boson stars, or Proca stars [1], for vector bosons. In particular, some recent proposals advocate
vector bosons can be a dark matter ingredient [25–27]. Thus, it becomes interesting, and even phe-
nomenologically relevant, to investigate the potential signatures of these scalar or vector bosonic
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stars, in particular in relation to GW observations, for which the number of detected events is fast
increasing [28–32].
So far, the more recently discovered Proca stars qualitatively mimic the scalar boson stars in
essentially all studies made for spherically symmetric solutions. Both scalar and vector bosonic
stars are perturbatively stable up to some maximal mass [1,33,34]; the unstable solutions share the
same three possible fates: migration, collapse or dispersion [35–38]. As in the scalar case, ultra-
compact vector boson stars are unstable against collapse [39]. Both scalar and vector stars can form
dynamically, via gravitational collapse of a cloud of scalar/vector bosons due to the mechanism of
gravitational cooling [40, 41]. Thus, it is interesting to ask how much this resemblence remains in
dynamical, strong gravity systems like binaries, and in their GW phenomenology. One approach
to tackle this question is to study such binaries using numerical relativity techniques. Studies in
this direction have been reported [42–47]. Another approach is to look at the tidal deformability.
This is reported in this paper.
For black holes in Einstein’s theory, the tidal Love numbers kE , kB are precisely zero [9]. This
intriguing observation means that for a Schwarzschild black hole in an external gravitational field,
albeit distorted, its distortion does not feedback on the total gravitational potential. One may say
that this potential is infinitely rigid against such deformations. This is not true, however, for exotic
compact objects such as scalar boson stars [48]. One may then envisage the following scenario. If
this sort of dark matter stars exist, the coalescence and merger of one such binary will have no
(considerable) electromagnetic counterpart, unlike a binary where one of the members is a neutron
star, mimicking in this respect a binary black hole merger. Moreover, the endpoint could be a
Kerr black hole, mimicking also in this respect the black hole ringdown. But the inspiral would
be different, in particular due to the different tidal deformability of boson stars and Schwarzschild
black holes. Thus, it is of interest to explicitly analyse the Love numbers of scalar and vector
bosonic stars.
The scalar boson stars Love numbers were studied in [48]. It was observed that the electric Love
numbers kE are smaller than the typical ones of neutron stars. In this respect, therefore, the scalar
boson stars have a gravitational potential which is more rigid that that of neutron stars, but less
rigid that that of black holes. The magnetic tidal numbers, kB, on the other hand, are negative,
unlike those of neutron stars which are positive. This may be interpreted as a negative feedback
effect. That is, the odd parity perturbations produce a deformation of the gravitational potential
that works against these deformations. We would like to see if this novel feature remains for vector
boson stars. Moreover, it was recently shown that spinning vector boson stars are stable and can
form dynamically, whereas spinning scalar boson stars are unstable [49]. Thus, in some dynamical
aspects, the vector case may be more interesting. As we shall see, in the vector case the electric
and magnetic Love numbers are qualitatively similar to those of the scalar case, albeit with some
quantitative differences.
The plan of the manuscript is as follows: After this introduction, in the next section we present
the model and the Proca star solutions are reviewed. These serve as the background for the
perturbations which are then discussed, the equations for the perturbation being obtained in section
three. Our numerical results are shown and discussed in the fourth section, and finally we conclude
our work in section five with a discussion and possible implications of our results. We adopt
the mostly positive metric signature (-,+,+,+), and we work in natural geometrical units setting
~ = c = G = 1.
3
2 Spherical Proca stars
Let us consider the 4-dimensional Einstein-(complex)Proca theory described by the action
S[gµν , Aµ] =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R
16pi
− 1
4
FαβF¯
αβ − µ
2
2
AαA¯
α
]
, (1)
where R is the Ricci scalar, g is the determinant of the metric tensor gαβ, Aµ is the (complex)
1-form potential, Fαβ = ∂αAβ − ∂βAα is the field strength, µ is the mass of the Proca field, and an
overbar denotes complex conjugation.
Varying the action with respect to the potential Aα one obtains the Proca field equations
∇αFαβ = µ2Aβ . (2)
Furthermore, varying the action with respect to the metric tensor one obtains Einstein’s field
equations
Gαβ = 8piTαβ , (3)
where Gαβ is the Einstein tensor and Tαβ is the energy-momentum tensor of the Proca field
Tαβ = −Fσ(αF¯ σβ) −
1
4
gαβFστ F¯
στ + µ2
[
A(αA¯β) −
1
2
gαβAσA¯
σ
]
, (4)
where (α, β) denotes symmetrization with unit weight with respect to the two indices α, β.
Following [1], we seek spherically symmetric solutions by making the usual metric ansatz,
ds2 = −eν(r)dt2 + eλ(r)dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (5)
Alternative, the metric can be parameterised by the two new functions, m(r), σ(r), via
e−λ ≡ N ≡ 1− 2m(r)
r
, eν ≡ σ2N . (6)
For the Proca field, we make the ansatz
A = e−iωt[f(r)dt+ ig(r)dr] , (7)
where ω is the oscillation frequency of the Proca potential. Observe, however, that the phase
e−iωt drops out at the level of the energy-momentum tensor, and so does the explicit t depen-
dence, making the Proca ansatz compatible with the metric ansatz above. All unknown quantities
N(r), σ(r), f(r), g(r) are function of the radial coordinate only, and ω is a real frequency parameter.
Then, the Einstein-Proca equations yield the following equations for the metric functions
σ′
σ
= 4pirµ2
(
g2 +
f2
σ2N2
)
, (8)
m′ = 4pir2
[
(f ′ − ωg)2
2σ2
+
µ2
2
(
g2N +
f2
Nσ2
)]
, (9)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. Additionally, the field equations for the
Proca field read
ωg − f ′ = µ
2
ω
σ2Ng , (10)
µ2r2f
σN
=
d
dr
[
r2(f ′ − ωg)
σ
]
. (11)
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Proca stars were first obtained in [1] using this framework. Once the solutions have been
computed, the ADM mass of the Proca star, M and its “radius”, R, defined as the areal radius
that encloses 99% of the mass can be obtained.1 Then, we define the compactness of the star as
C =
M
R
. (12)
The domain of existence of the Proca star solutions in a ADM mass vs. Proca frequency diagram
is shown in Fig. 1. The solutions fall along a spiralling (red solid) curve. The curve starts at ω = µ
and M → 0. This is the Newtonian limit in which the stars become very dilute. As one moves up
along the spiral, the ADM mass increases and ω decreases, until a maximal mass is attained. The
solutions between this maximal mass solution and the Newtonian limit are perturbatively stable [1].
Beyond the maximal mass, solutions are unstable against perturbations. When perturbed they can
have one of three fates: migration to the stable branch, collapse into a black hole or complete
fission [38]. In the following, we shall consider 28 solutions marked with black boxes numbered
from 1 to 28 in Fig. 1. The metric functions m(r), σ(r) as well as the vector field components
f(r), g(r) for the solution number 5, which has ω = 0.9508µ, are shown in Fig. 2. Notice that g
is nodeless, while f changes sign at least once [1]. Observe also, from the left panel, that the field
profile functions extend to infinity, confirming that Proca stars do not have a rigid surface. This
justifies the definition of the stars’ radius above.
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Figure 1: Domain of existence of Proca star solutions in an ADM mass vs. Proca field oscillation
frequency diagram, both in units of the boson mass µ. Highlighted numbered solutions will be
analysed below.
1We remark that contrary to neutron stars, Proca stars, like scalar boson stars, do not have a rigid surface. The
bosonic field decays exponentially and thus only vanishes at spatial infinity. Nonetheless, the fast fall-off suggests
one may define the star radius as one that contains almost all the mass, as above.
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Figure 2: Left panel: Proca potential components f(r) (red curve) and g(r) (blue curve) versus
radial coordinate. Right panel: Metric functions m(r) (red curve) and σ(r) (blue curve). Both
are for a solution with ω = 0.9508µ (solution 5 in Fig. 1).
3 Equations for the perturbations
In order to compute the tidal Love numbers we shall follow the method in [7, 48]. Thus, the first
step is to consider linear perturbations of the Proca star solutions. As such, we perturb the metric
as
gµν = g
(0)
µν + h
even
µν + h
odd
µν , (13)
where we explicitly separate even and odd perturbations, and the Proca field as
Aµ = A
(0)
µ + δAµ , (14)
imposing that the perturbations satisfy the linearised Einstein’s field equations around the unper-
turbed background
δGνµ = 8piδT
ν
µ , (15)
as well as the linearised Proca field equations.
The explicit form of the Proca 4-potential perturbations is [50,51]
δAµ = e
−iωt
(
δA0(r)Y
m
l , iδA1(r)Y
m
l , iδA2(r)
∂Y ml
∂θ
, δA3(r) sin θ
∂Y ml
∂θ
)
, (16)
where Y ml are the usual spherical harmonics, and the angular degree l = 2 will be chosen
in the explicit computations below, corresponding to quadrupolar deformations. The “mat-
ter” (Proca field) perturbations are therefore characterized by four unknown functions of r:
δA0(r), δA1(r), δA2(r), δA3(r).
The metric perturbations, on the other hand, are split into two parts, hevenµν and h
odd
µν , according
to parity. In the Regge-Wheeler gauge the even metric perturbations can be simplified to take the
form [52]:
hevenµν dx
µdxν =
{
H(r)
[
eν(r)dt2 + eλ(r)dr2
]
+K(r)r2
[
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
]}
Y ml , (17)
where ν, λ are the unperturbed solution metric functions. Thus, even metric perturbations are
characterized by two unknown functions of r, H(r),K(r).
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The explicit form of the metric perturbations for the odd case, can be simplified to take the
form [48],
hoddµν dx
µdxν = h(r)
{
− 1
sin θ
∂Y ml
∂ϕ
dθ + sin θ
∂Y ml
∂θ
dϕ
}
dt , (18)
and it contains a single unknown function h(r).
Since the odd metric perturbations couple to δA3 only, while the even metric perturbations
only couple to δA0(r), δA1(r), δA2(r), in the following we tackle the two types of perturbations
with different parities as two separate problems. First, we solve the system of coupled even per-
turbations to compute the electric-type Love numbers kE2 . Then, we solve the system of coupled
odd perturbations to compute the magnetic-type Love numbers kB2 .
We remark that for a given angular degree l, any perturbation G(xµ) may be written in the
following form
G(t, r, θ, ϕ) =
m=l∑
m=−l
e−iωtGl(r)Y ml (θ, ϕ) ; (19)
where in the summ takes (2l+1) values, m = −l, ..., l, and the unknown radial partGl(r) satisfies an
ordinary differential equation that does not depend on m. Therefore, in the following for simplicity,
we set m = 0, and as already mentioned, we focus on the l = 2 case for the computation of the
quadrupolar tidal Love numbers.
3.1 Even perturbations
To obtain the perturbation equations in the even case, we use the rθ and the rr Einstein equations
to express K(r),K ′(r) in terms of the other metric perturbation H(r). Then the tt field equation
leads to a differential equation for H(r) coupled to the perturbations of the Proca field, which reads
H ′′(r) + c1(r)H ′(r) + c0(r)H(r) +Q(δA0, δA1, δA2) = 0 , (20)
where the coefficients c0, c1 are certain functions of the background quantities; explicitly, they are
found to be
c1 =
2
r
+
ν ′ − λ′
2
, (21)
c0 = −6e
λ
r2
+
λ′ + 3ν ′
r
− λ
′ ν ′
2
− (ν
′)2
2
+ ν ′′ + 16piµ2[eλ−ν f2] , (22)
with Q being a complicated expression of the vector field perturbations δAi, i = 0, 1, 2, which we
shall omit. It turns out that the equation for δA1 is an algebraic equation, which can then be used
to express δA1 in terms of δA0 and δA2:
δA1 =
r2ωδA′0 − r2µ2eνHg − 6eνδA′2
r2(ω2 − µ2eν)− 6eν . (23)
The two remaining equations for the Proca field, for the components δA0, δA2, have a with
similar structure. For instance, the one for δA2, which is simpler, is found to be
δA′′2 +
ν ′ − λ′
2
δA′2 + e
λ(−µ2 + ω2e−ν)δA2 + 1
2
(δA1(λ
′ − ν ′)− 2δA′1 − 2ωδA0eλ−ν) = 0 . (24)
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3.2 Odd perturbations
For the odd case, the Einstein equations and the δA3 Proca equation yield a system of two coupled
equations for h(r), δA3(r), which is the following
h′′ − λ
′ + ν ′
2
h′ +
r(λ′ + ν ′)− 4eλ − 2
r2
h+ 16pi
[
µ2eλfδA3 − (ωg − f ′)δA′3
]
= 0 , (25)
for h(r), and
δA′′3 +
ν ′ − λ′
2
δA′3 +
eλ(−r2µ2 + r2ω2e−ν − 6)
r2
δA3 +
e−ν
2
[2h′(f ′ − ωg) + h χ] = 0 , (26)
for δA3, where χ is found to be
χ = 2(−µ2eλf + f ′′ − ωg′) + (λ′ + ν ′)(wg − f ′) . (27)
4 Computation of the quadrupolar tidal Love numbers
Having computed the equations for the linearised perturbations of the Einstein-Proca model, we
can now establish the methodology to compute the tidal Love numbers. This follows other cases in
the literature. Nonetheless, to make our paper self-contained, we briefly explain here the method.
First, regarding even perturbations and electric-type Love numbers we follow closely [7]. Al-
though Proca stars do not have a surface, as discussed above, we shall assume that outside what
we defined as the radius of the star, we are approximately in vacuum. Then, outside the star,
δAµ = 0 = Aµ. By Birkshoff’s theorem, the background metric components outside the star cor-
respond to those of the Schwarzschild solution, eν(r) = 1 − 2M/r = e−λ(r). Consequently, the
equation for H, eq. (20), takes the simple form
H ′′(r) + 2
r −M
r(r − 2M)H
′(r)− 22M
2 − 6Mr + 3r2
r2(r − 2M)2 H(r) = 0 . (28)
Setting x ≡ −1 + r/M , eq. (28) can be recast as the associated Legendre equation with l = 2 = m.
The solution of the latter is given by
H(x) = C2L
2
2(x) + C1Q
2
2(x) , (29)
where C1, C2 are two arbitrary coefficients, L
2
2(x) is the standard Legendre polynomial and Q
2
2(x)
is the Legendre function of the second kind.
Now we consider the Proca star with mass M and radius R to be subjected to an external
gravitational field, produced, for instance, by a companion star in a binary, see e.g. Fig. 1 in [53].
The Proca star will react to the external field by deforming. The leading deformation is to develop
a quadrupolar moment Qij , which is proportional to the static external quadrupolar tidal field Eij
Qij = −λEij . (30)
The constant λ is called the (l = 2) tidal deformability. It relates to the dimensionless tidal Love
number k, by definition, as
λ =
2
3
k2R
5 . (31)
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One can also introduce the dimensionless deformability as follows
Λ =
2
3
k2
C5
=
λ
M5
. (32)
To compute k2 one proceeds as follows. At large distances, the Newtonian gravitational potential
of the full system (Proca star plus perturbation) reads
−1− gtt(r →∞)
2
= Φ(r →∞) ∼ −M
r
− 3Qij
2r3
(
ninj − 1
3
δij
)
+
1
2
Eijxixj + ... , (33)
where ni ≡ xi/r are the components of the unit 3-vector, and the dots indicate higher order terms
that are neglected.
Using the asymptotic behaviour for H(r) obtained from eq. (29) and comparing with (33), the
coefficients C1, C2 are found to be
C1 =
15λE
8M3
, (34)
C2 =
M2E
3
. (35)
Here E is the l = 2 = m coefficient of an expansion of Eij in a basis of symmetric traceless tensors
- see [7, 54].
Knowing C1, C2, as function of k
E
2 (say), replacing back on eq. (29), one computes a new
function
y(r, kE2 ) ≡ r
H ′(r)
H(r)
. (36)
Then one fixes a certain radius at which the exterior solution is valid. For a neutron star this could
be the hard surface. For the case of a Proca star we choose a large radius rL. Let y ≡ y(rL, kE2 ).
Solving this equation for kE2 one obtains the Love number as a function of y and the compactness
C:
kE2 =
8C5
5
(1− 2C)2 [2C(y − 1)− y + 2]
3 (1− 2C)2 [2C(y − 1)− y + 2] ln(1− 2C) + P5(C) , (37)
where P5(C) is a fifth order polynomial given by
P5(C) = 2C [4C
4(y + 1) + 2C3(3y − 2) + 2C2(13− 11y) + 3C(5y − 8)− 3y + 6] . (38)
Formula (37) determines the quadrupolar electric Love number knowing y and the compactness of
the star.
Let us now turn our attention to the odd perturbations and magnetic Love numbers. Outside
the star the equation for h, eq. (25), becomes
h′′ − λ
′ + ν ′
2
h′ +
r(λ′ + ν ′)− 4eλ − 2
r2
h = 0 , (39)
where the metric functions ν, λ are the ones of the usual Schwarzschild solution. Using the explicit
form for these functions, h(r) satisfies the simple equation
h′′ +
4M − 6r
r2(r − 2M) h = 0 , (40)
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which can be solved in terms of elementary functions. Going through the same steps as for the
even case, one obtains the formula valid for neutron stars and boson stars found in e.g. [8,48]. One
obtains the following expression for the magnetic Love numbers
kB2 =
8C5
5
2C(y − 2)− y + 3
3 [2C(y − 2)− y + 3] ln(1− 2C) + P4(C) , (41)
where P4(c) is a fourth order polynomial given by
P4(C) = 2C [2C
3(y + 1) + 2C2y + 3C(y − 1)− 3y + 9] . (42)
Formula (41) determines the quadrupolar magnetic Love number knowing y and the compactness
of the star.
We remark that both (37) and (41) are the same as in [7, 48]. Although the matter fields are
different from those in [7,48], and consequently the structure of the perturbation equations is also
different (and more involved in our case), sufficiently far away the equations for the perturbations
take the same form, hence leading to the same end results (37) and (41).
5 Results
At this point, it remains to compute y for any given solution, since C is known for that solution.
To compute y we integrate the full system of coupled perturbations. For the even case, these are
equations (20), (24) and the corresponding equation for δA0, using also (23). For the odd case these
are equations (25) and (26). Analysing the solution of the perturbation equations near the origin,
one obtains y(r = 0) = 2 for even perturbations and y(r = 0) = 3 for odd perturbations. These
values are used to initialise the radial integration in order to obtain the value of y = y(rL). This
value is independent of the initial value taken for the matter field perturbations (i.e. the value at
the origin), as long as y is sufficiently asymptotic and the initial value of the matter perturbations
is compatible with the asymptotic decay of these perturbations.
In practice, the perturbation equations are solved by using a standard Runge–Kutta ordi-
nary differential equations solver and implementing a shooting method in terms of the parameters
a0, a2, a3 which determine the approximate expansion of the matter perturbations at r = 0, with
δA0 = a0r
2 +O(r4) , δA2 = a2r2 +O(r4) , δA3 = a3r2 +O(r5) , (43)
such that the δA0, δA2 and δA3 vanish asymptotically. The profile of typical metric and matter
perturbations are shown in Fig. 3, wherein the background Proca star corresponds to the solution
5 (which is displayed in Fig. 2).
Our main numerical results are shown in Fig. 4 and also summarized in Table 1 below. In
particular, in the top panels of Fig. 4 we exhibit the electric (left panel) and the absolute value
of magnetic (right panel) Love numbers (divided by C5) of Proca stars versus compactness C in
logarithmic plots. As for the case of scalar boson stars, the electric is positive and the magnetic
is negative, or neutron stars, in which case both are positive. Thus, on the y axis we plot kE2
and/or |kB2 |. We fit the numerical results for both cases with a smooth function (a sum of negative
power-laws), which read
log(kE2 /C
5) = −3.11
C0.3
+
14.89
C0.2
− 11.37
C0.1
, log(|kB2 |/C5) = −
4.62
C0.3
+
19.2
C0.2
− 14.47
C0.1
, (44)
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Figure 3: Typical form of the perturbation functions for the electric (left panel) and magnetic
(right panel) cases. The background Proca star is solution 5.
which is shown as well. In the bottom panel we exhibit on the same plot both electric-type and
(minus) magnetic-type tidal Love numbers vs. compactness (omitting the data from the second
branch). One can observe that the electric Love numbers are slightly larger than the magnetic-type
ones; thus, the red curve (corresponding to kE2 ) lies slightly above the blue one (corresponding to
|kB2 |).
6 Conclusions and discussion
In this work we have computed the quadrupolar deformability and the corresponding tidal Love
numbers, both electric-type kE2 and magnetic type, k
B
2 , of spherically symmetric (non-rotating)
bosonic stars composed of a complex Proca field. First, the system of coupled perturbations both
for the metric and the vector boson were derived. Then, using the known background solution for
Proca stars [1], we integrated the equations of the perturbations under suitable boundary conditions
to obtain the numerical values of the quadrupolar Love numbers, both magnetic and electric, as well
as the dimensionless (electric) deformability, for a sample of illustrative solutions corresponding to
different compactness of Proca stars. Our main numerical results are summarized in Table 1, and
for better visualization we have shown them graphically, see Fig. 4.
Our main conclusion is that the tidal Love numbers of Proca stars are qualitatively similar to
those of the scalar boson stars. Thus, also in this case, the spherical scalar and vector stars parallel
each other. Thus, the electric (magnetic) Love numbers of Proca stars are positive (negative), as for
scalar boson stars. We recall that for neutron stars all Love numbers are positive. This indicates
a positive (negative) feedback effect under an external quadrupolar field, for even (odd) metric
perturbations. The full implications of such result in terms of the GW signal in a binary of Proca
stars are not, however, fully clear. We have also observed that, in magnitude, the Love numbers
are simlar for Proca stars and for scalar boson stars, for the same compactness C - compare, for
instance, Fig. 4 above and Fig. 2 in [55]. As a noticeable quantitative difference, kE2 and |kB2 | are
closer for Proca stars than for scalar boson stars, but in both cases, the electric Love numbers are
larger than the magnetic ones for Proca stars.
Our work suggests there are differences in the GW signal of a binary of spherical bosonic stars
11
Figure 4: Tidal Love numbers of Proca stars vs. compactness (logarithmic plots). The fitting
curves are shown as well for the top panels. Top left panel: Electric tidal Love numbers. Top
right panel: Magnetic tidal Love numbers. Bottom panel: Both electric (upper curve in red)
and magnetic (lower curve in blue) Love numbers (interpolated curves).
with the same compactness, when comparing the scalar and vector cases, during the inspiral. This
differences may be revealed by more detailed studies of these systems, using numerical relativity
techniques. It would be interesting to perform such studies, especially in view of the ongoing and
future science runs of the LIGO-Virgo detectors.
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